HISTORY OF THE NAWWAJJS OF THft CARNATIC
crimination. J>y the grace of God, the wind blew violently
and conveyed the ship of the Nawwab to (lie coast of Nega-
paiam covering a distance of three days and nights in three
hours. na?rut-i-A*lfi offered his humble thanks to the great
Almighty for the escape from such deadly danger, and relief
from that unexpected calamity.
The sardar of the YValemlcz community who was the
governor at Negapatam, hastily went forward and -paid his
obeisance by decorating the town and spreading the carpet
of *a vassal and the table-cloth of a warm host; lie gladdened
the heart of the Nawwab by distributing special khiltols and
furnishing provisions. There he stayed for three days on
account of the necessity to recoup the health of the Nawwab
Regain, \vho had given birth to a child, and to better his own
health which had been affected by the change of climate, and
thus rewarded the governor of that place for his profound
devotion.
There also arrived from Pratap Singh, the y-amiwl.ir of
Tanjore equipments for tosliak-khana, jarrash^khana^ buwar-
chlkhana, and retinue and tents. At the time of departure, the
Nawwab presented a panvuna for a lac of rupees on the fBsh-
ka$h of Tanjore. When the victorious banner brought under its
shade the track adjoining Tanjore, Praiap Singh advanced
to receive him and submitted to Uazrat-i-Alfi and Nawwab
Jifgain a large amount as nadhr. However much he Impor-
tuned the Nawwab to come into the fort and shed splendour
by his stay, and thereby desired to increase his own glory, yet
Hazrat-i-A'la did not consent because of the necessity to send
help to Chcnnapaltan. But in return for all his services, and on
the recommendation of the Nawwab Begam, he issued an order
to build a dam, i.e., an anicut to store the water which used to
flow from Kaveri to Colcroon, because the insufficient supply of
water created great hardship in the territory of Tanjore. Then
he marched forward.
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